
W H I T E P A P E R
P E PA  I N U



Pepa Inu is a new and exciting meme-based 
cryptocurrency project that aims to 
revolutionize the world of memecoins. 
With a community-driven approach and a 
passion for memes, Pepa Inu is designed to 
bring fun and innovation to the 
cryptocurrency market. 

This whitepaper serves as a comprehensive 
guide to the Pepa Inu project, outlining its 
vision, features, and roadmap. 

By providing transparency and clarity about 
the project, Pepa Inu aims to establish trust 
and credibility among its users and investors. 
Whether you are a seasoned cryptocurrency 
investor or new to the market, this 
whitepaper will provide valuable insights into 
the unique features and potential of Pepa 
Inu. 

INTRODUCTION



Pepa Inu is led by a passionate and experienced team with a clear vision for the 
future of the project.  

The team consists of two brothers from the Netherlands, one of whom is a web 
developer and the other is the founder and CEO of the project, Elroy. 

Elroy, who is 32 years old, has a wealth of experience in the crypto and community 
building space. After experimenting in the NFT space, he realized that crypto has a 

stronger foundation and decided to focus on building a community-driven 
memecoin with real utilities. With the support of his team, including his brother, 

Elroy is dedicated to making Pepa Inu a globally recognized memecoin with real-
world applications. 
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 TOKENOMICS
Pepa Inu has a total supply of 
420,000,000,000,000,000 tokens, out of which 50% 
has been burned, leaving a circulating supply of 
210,000,000,000,000,000 tokens. Additionally, 
71,000,000,000,000,00 tokens have been locked in 
liquidity. 

The buy/sell tax for Pepa Inu is 10%, which is split 
into 5% for automatic distribution to holders on every 
transaction, 2% for buyback and growth, 2% for 
marketing, and 1% for liquidity. 

These tokenomics ensure that holders are rewarded 
for holding Pepa Inu, and the buyback and growth 
mechanism helps in maintaining a stable price floor 
for the token. The marketing and liquidity fees also 
help in promoting and supporting the long-term 
growth and sustainability of the project. 



 

In addition to the roadmap, Pepa Inu is also developing the following utilities:

FUTURE POOLS PEPE CARE

This is a feature that allows users to bet on any coin 
with just a small amount of Pepa, for instance 5 USD 
worth. The winner is automatically decided by a 
smart contract cross-chained with Chainlink or 
Oracle, and the winner receives 85% of the pool, 
while the remaining 15% is retained as a pool fee.

Pepa Inu will be implementing a voting system for 
holders only, and provide monthly choices of 
charities to choose from. At the end of each month, 
the community will have the opportunity to vote 
and decide which charity Pepa Inu should donate 
to.

As the project grows, Pepa Inu plans to develop more utilities that will add value to the community and 
make Pepa Inu a well-known memecoin with real-world applications.



We are excited to announce that we have partnered with 
Sphynxlabs, a well-known digital art studio, to release a 
limited series of Pepa Inu NFTs. Created by renowned Pepe-
artist, foundation.app/ensart, these NFTs are truly unique 
and offer a wide range of utilities for our community. 

The series consists of 5 NFTs with a limited supply, each 
with their own distinct design and value. The NFTs will be 
sold at a fixed price ranging from 0.25 BNB to 0.45 BNB, with 
a limited number of editions available for each. 

One of the key utilities of these NFTs is staking. Each NFT 
staked will provide a fixed APR % in $Pepa coins, with an 
increased APR % for staking multiple NFTs. The maximum 
return is achieved by staking all 5 NFTs. 

Additionally, holding a minimum of 2 NFTs will grant access 
to our OG investor group, where you can discuss and make 
decisions regarding the use of funds generated from the NFT 
sales. All funds generated from the NFT sales will be used 
for the project, with full transparency on how they are used. 
The only percentage taken will be by the artist, as we believe 
in supporting talented creators in the industry. 

Not only are these NFTs beautifully crafted by Sphynxlabs 
and foundation.app/ensart, but they also offer a unique way 
to support the project and gain additional rewards through 
staking. This limited series is the first of many planned NFT 
releases, as we aim to support artists and offer a diverse 
range of Pepa Inu NFTs to our community. SPHYNXL ABS
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The Pepa Inu token has several use cases, including: 

Payment method: Pepa Inu can be used as a payment 
method for goods and services within the Pepa Inu 
ecosystem, as well as other platforms that accept 

cryptocurrencies. 

Voting: Pepa Inu holders will have voting rights for proposals 
and decisions related to the project, such as charity 

donations, future developments, and marketing campaigns. 

Future Pools: Users can bet on any coin with a small amount 
of Pepa and stand a chance to win the pool by automatically 

deciding the winner using smart contracts cross-chained with 
chainlink/oracle. 

Pepe Care: Pepa Inu will implement a voting system for 
holders only to provide monthly choices of charities to donate 

to. At the end of each month, the community decides which 
charity to donate to. 
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T R A N S PA R A N C Y  &  C O M M U N I T Y - D R I V E N

M A R K E T I N G
At Pepa Inu, we pride ourselves on our transparency 
and community-driven approach. We believe that our 
success is only possible through the support and 
feedback of our community members. As such, we 
strive to maintain an open and honest dialogue with 
our community, regularly sharing updates on our 
progress, and listening to their input and suggestions. 

We also recognize the importance of marketing in 
growing our project, but we want to ensure that our 
community's needs and concerns are taken into 
account. That's why we set aside a 2% marketing fee, 
which we will use to promote Pepa Inu while still 
maintaining our community-driven approach. 

Furthermore, we want to be transparent about our 
token selling strategy. As the project continues to 
grow, we may sell some of our tokens to fund further 
development and marketing efforts. However, we will 
always do so with the utmost transparency and will 
communicate our actions clearly to our community.



 PA R T N E R S H I P S
We are always looking to establish partnerships to 
help boost the ecosystem and gain trust from new 
investors. So far, we have partnered with: 

https://thesphynx.co/ - a multichain NFT platform 
https://pinksale.finance/ - a launchpad 
https://t.me/presidentpromotions - marketing 
agency. 

In addition to our current partnerships, we are 
always open to potential partnership requests from 
other projects and companies. We believe that 
collaborating and working together can lead to 
mutual benefits and growth for both parties. 

If your company is interested in exploring a potential 
partnership with Pepa Inu, please use the contact 
form on our website to get in touch with us. We are 
always excited to hear new ideas and opportunities, 
and we look forward to potentially working with you 
in the future. 



 

Audit Passed on 18-3-2023 by Analytic - click here for full report.

In addition to the contract audit by Analytix, we take the security and safety of our investors very seriously. We have implemented 
various measures to protect our investors from scammers and vulnerabilities. Our team is constantly monitoring our social media 
channels and groups to prevent any fraudulent activities or phishing attempts. We also urge our community members to exercise 

caution and report any suspicious activities to our team immediately. 

Furthermore, we plan to conduct a Certik audit once we reach a market cap of 3 million. We believe that this will further strengthen 
our security measures and provide additional assurance to our investors. We are committed to maintaining a high level of 

transparency and security, and will continue to explore opportunities to enhance the security of our platform. 

S E C U R I T Y

https://github.com/AnalytixAudit/Solidity/blob/main/20230306_Analytix%20Audit_Pepa%20Inu_Audit.pdf


 
In conclusion, Pepa Inu is a community-driven 
memecoin with real-world utilities and 
transparent tokenomics.  

Our team is dedicated to building a strong and 
thriving ecosystem for Pepa Inu, and we are 
always open to feedback and suggestions from 
our community members.  

With a roadmap that includes exciting new 
utilities like Future Pools and Pepe Care, we 
believe that Pepa Inu has a bright future ahead. 
We take the security of our investors seriously 
and have taken measures to protect them from 
potential risks.  

We have established partnerships with other 
reputable projects, and we are open to exploring 
new partnership opportunities. Overall, we 
believe that Pepa Inu is a promising project that 
has the potential to make a real impact in the 
crypto space.
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